Introduction
============

Emotional states often facilitate motor function. However, human performance in the medical ([@bib61]), military ([@bib89]), and competitive sporting domains ([@bib37]) can also be negatively altered by emotional state. In these instances, the inability to control one's movements in highly charged emotional contexts can lead to injury and failure. The suggestion that emotional and motor neural circuits are anatomically and/or functionally linked is supported by behavioral studies and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies which show that emotions prime the motor system for action, reduce reaction time (RT), increase the amplitude of voluntary force production, and increase excitability of the corticospinal motor tract ([@bib34]; [@bib31], [@bib32]; [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib17], [@bib18]; [@bib36]; [@bib88]; [@bib30]). Human brain imaging evidence also shows that increased activity in ventral pallidum corresponds with an increase in maximal force production following subliminally presented reward cues ([@bib69]), whereas activity in midbrain regions and medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) has been associated with threat detection and panic-related motor errors during a maze tracing task ([@bib60], [@bib59]). Despite our knowledge of the behavioral consequences of performing motor tasks in emotional contexts and our understanding of the neural circuits that translate reward- and threat-related stimuli into motor output, the neural basis for how precise motor functions are controlled in pleasant and unpleasant emotional contexts remains poorly understood.

In the current study, we examined how memory guided force control is maintained despite changes in emotional context. Convergent evidence from brain imaging studies in humans identifies the PFC as a key region that underlies both emotional and motor processes. Up- and down-regulation of emotional reactivity to emotional images and the top-down interpretation of neutral images as aversive have each been associated with increased activity in PFC ([@bib48]; [@bib64]). Importantly, the reappraisal of negative scenes in unemotional terms has been associated with an increase in medial PFC activity and a corresponding decrease in amygdala activity ([@bib63]; [@bib47]). Lateral and medial prefrontal regions are also engaged by cognitive emotion regulation strategies that inhibit amygdala activity and diminish fear ([@bib25]). Memory guided force production has also been associated with activity in regions of the human PFC including the anterior cingulate cortex, dorsolateral PFC, and ventral PFC ([@bib87]). Cyclical bimanual movements performed without visual feedback also support a role for PFC in memory guided motor tasks, with activation noted in supplementary motor area (SMA), cingulate motor area, basal ganglia, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), and cerebellar lobule IV-V/dentate ([@bib23]; [@bib41]). These findings are consistent with neurophysiological and imaging studies that identify activity in prefrontal areas with internally regulated motor actions ([@bib24]; [@bib46]; [@bib65]).

A brain imaging study in humans and a neuronal recording study in rats have advanced our understanding of the role that PFC plays in controlling motor functions in emotional contexts. Viewing emotional as compared with neutral images led to increased force production and increased blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) activity in human ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC) ([@bib82]). Importantly, vlPFC activity predicted increased BOLD signal in left primary motor cortex (M1). In many instances, however, force production must be held constant despite changes in emotional state and the neural circuits underlying this form of control are not well understood. In contrast to the suggested vlPFC-M1 pathway in humans which facilitates force output, evidence from a rat study has shown functional interactions between dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC) and motor cortex, which correspond with the inhibition of inappropriate motor responses ([@bib62]). Albeit from different species, these findings suggest that different regions of the PFC may facilitate or inhibit the amplitude of force output. The role that PFC has in maintaining consistent force production despite changes in emotional context has not been examined in humans.

To examine this issue, human subjects viewed pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral images during a force production task. We measured force production and brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and also examined task-dependent functional connectivity between motor and emotional circuits. Before entering the magnet, subjects were trained to consistently produce accurate force pulses to a target level. Inside the magnet, subjects tried to maintain this same level of force production despite changes in emotional context, allowing us to identify the brain circuits that regulate this behavior. Based on the study by [@bib62], the main hypothesis was that dmPFC will show increased activity when force production has to be maintained in an emotional context. Furthermore, we used connectivity analyses to determine which circuits have altered task-dependent functional connectivity with dmPFC when force is controlled in an emotional context.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

Fifteen healthy right-handed subjects with normal or corrected to normal vision participated (8 females, 7 males; M = 21.53 years, standard deviation \[SD\] = 3.5 years, range: 19--32 years). Each subject provided informed consent to all procedures, which were approved by the local Institutional Review Board and were in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects were prescreened for contraindications to MRI such as pregnancy, claustrophobia, and metallic implants. In addition, because psychiatric disorders, neurological disorders, and drug use can alter reactivity to emotional stimuli ([@bib29]; [@bib83]; [@bib8]; [@bib4]), subjects who verbally self-reported any history of these disorders were excluded during prescreening. All subjects who were recruited completed the State and Trait segments of the STAI Anxiety Inventory (STAI-S, STAI-T: [@bib84]) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI: [@bib5]). All scores were within the range of responses typically given by healthy normal subjects (STAI-S: M = 27.3, range = 26--49; STAI-T: M = 33.5, range = 20--42; BDI: M = 3.2, range = 0--14).

Experimental Protocol
---------------------

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the time course for the event-related task. Subjects were asked to fixate on a white cross on a black background for 12.5 s. The cross was then replaced with a pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral image. Subjects were instructed to look at the image for the entire time it was on the screen and to produce a force pulse to a prepracticed level (15% of maximum voluntary contraction \[MVC\]) for the 2.5 s duration of the image presentation. At image offset, the white cross was again visible and the subject stopped producing force.

![The emotional processing and force production task. The figure shows the subject view (*A*) and the experimenter view (*B*) for one trial. (*A*) Each trial began with a 12.5-s rest period during which subjects were instructed to focus their gaze on the white fixation cross which was presented on the visual display. This fixation cross was then replaced by a pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral image for 2.5 s. Image onset was the cue for subjects to begin producing force. Image offset was the cue for subjects to stop producing force. Subjects produced force to 15% of their MVC without visual feedback. Prior to entering the scanner, all subjects were trained to produce 15% of MVC without visual feedback. (*B*) Force production, which coincided with image presentation was viewed by the experimenter and is shown in the time series in [Figure 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral image order were pseudorandomized for each subject to ensure that no more than 2 images from the same category were presented in a row.](cercorbhr141f01_ht){#fig1}

Force Task
----------

Prior to entering the magnet, all subjects completed a practice session to ensure that they could consistently produce pinch grip force pulses to 15% of their MVC without visual feedback. A graded practice session began with the calculation of each subjects' MVC. Next, subjects produced a series of 2.5-s pulses to a target level (15% of MVC) with the aid of real-time visual feedback. Feedback was then phased out and replaced with neutral images. Neutral images were used during the practice session because we are not aware of any habituation effects to unique neutral images. The neutral images used during the practice session were not used during the experimental task. When performing the task with images instead of visual feedback, subjects received feedback (mean, SD of force) after a series of trials. The practice session took approximately 1.5 h and was complete when subjects could complete 30 trials without visual feedback, while maintaining a SD \< 1.5% of MVC. All subjects reached the required level of performance.

The same custom fiber optic force transducer (Aither Engineering) was used during the practice session and the experimental task. The force transducer was constructed from rigid nonmetallic material to allow for its use inside the magnetic resonance environment. The force signal was transmitted via fiber optic wire to the Si425 Fiber Optic Interrogator (Micron Optics) outside the fMRI environment. The Si425 Fiber Optic Interrogator digitized the force data at 125 Hz and customized software written in LabView collected the force data and converted it to Newtons. The force transducer was factory calibrated by Aither Engineering and had a resolution of 0.025 N.

Subjects were required to produce force against the transducer with the index finger and thumb of their right hand in a precision grip formation ([@bib15], [@bib16]). Their left arm was extended down the left side of the body and their left hand remained in a relaxed and comfortable position. Subjects were instructed to produce the force pulse as quickly and accurately as possible to image onset, to maintain this level of force as accurately as possible for the duration of the image, and to stop producing force as quickly as possible to the offset of the image. In between images, subjects were instructed to relax their right hand and look at the fixation cross which appeared in the center of the screen.

Picture Stimuli
---------------

Subjects viewed a total of 90 images taken from the International Affective Picture System ([@bib52]) (International Affective Picture Stimuli. Pleasant: 4608, 4651, 4652, 4656, 4658, 4659, 4668, 4670, 4672, 4681, 4683, 4687, 4689, 4693, 4694, 4695, 4698, 4810, 5621, 5629, 8030, 8158, 8163, 8179, 8180, 8185, 8200, 8370, 8400, 8490. Unpleasant: 2811, 3000, 3010, 3030, 3053, 3059, 3060, 3063, 3064, 3068, 3071, 3080, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3110, 3120, 3131, 3150, 3168, 3400, 3530, 6230, 6260, 6263, 6313, 6350, 6520, 6540, 9252. Neutral: 2102, 2104, 2190, 2200, 2210, 2215, 2221, 2397, 2411, 2480, 2495, 2499, 2512, 2570, 2595, 2870, 7004, 7006, 7009, 7040, 7041, 7052, 7059, 7080, 7090, 7150, 7234, 7235, 7705, 9260). The pleasant category included highly arousing images of erotic couples and adventure/sport scenes. The unpleasant category included highly arousing mutilation and attack images. The neutral category included low-arousing images of household objects and humans. Highly arousing emotional images and low-arousing neutral images were used to ensure polarity in emotional reactivity between emotional and neutral conditions. To control for arousal between emotional conditions, pleasant and unpleasant images were selected to be equivalent in normative ratings of emotional arousal. Images were not balanced in terms of social content. All images were converted to grayscale and matched for luminance and 90% quality jpeg file size by category using Adobe Photoshop 6 (Adobe Systems). Each picture was presented for 2.5 s, followed by a 12.5-s fixation-only period. Images were presented only once. Subjects completed three 462.5-s scans. Each scan included 10 pleasant, 10 unpleasant, and 10 neutral images. The pleasant and unpleasant images were selected to be equivalent in normative ratings of emotional arousal within and between scans. The same 30 images were always presented together within one scan. However, scan order was randomized between subjects and the image order within scans was pseudorandomized for each subject to ensure that no more than 2 pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral images were presented in a row. The visual stimuli were presented to the subject using a visual display inside the MRI scanner. The image was projected via a parallax biofeedback system ([@bib86]). A mirror located inside the MR environment displayed the visual stimuli onto a video screen located 35 cm from the subject's eyes. The image was displayed on the screen at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Once the fMRI scan session was complete, subjects viewed and rated each image for valence and arousal using a 9-point computerized version of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) ([@bib9]). Subjects used a mouse to make one rating corresponding to valence and one rating corresponding to arousal for each image. For the valence dimension, the range extended from a smiling, satisfied figure (a score of 9) to a frowning, unhappy figure (score of 1). For the arousal dimension, the range extended from a bored, sleepy figure (score of 1) to a highly aroused, frenzied figure (score of 9).

MRI Data Acquisition
--------------------

Magnetic resonance images were collected using a volume head coil inside a 3-T MR Scanner (GE Healthcare 3T94 Excite 2.0). The subjects were supine in the scanner while performing the task. The subject's head was stabilized using adjustable padding and then fitted with the projector-visor system for displaying visual stimuli. The functional images were obtained using a $T_{2}^{*}$-sensitive, single shot, gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence (echo time 25 ms; repeat time 2500 ms; flip angle 90^o^; field of view 200 mm^2^; imaging matrix 64 × 64; 42 axial slices at 3-mm thickness; 0-mm gap between slices). High-resolution anatomical scans were obtained using a *T*~1~-weighted SPGR (spoiled gradient echo) pulse sequence (echo time 2.9 ms; repeat time 9.9 ms; flip angle 25^o^; field of view 240 mm^2^; imaging matrix 256 × 256; 124 axial slices at 1.5-mm thickness; 0-mm gap between slices).

Data Analysis of Self-reported Valence and Arousal Scores
---------------------------------------------------------

Subjects viewed and rated each image for valence and arousal using the 9-point computerized version of the SAM. For each subject, valence and arousal ratings were averaged for each image category. The effect of image category (pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral) on each dependent measure (valence, arousal) was analyzed in separate one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (SPSS, v.16). The probability value was set at *P* \< 0.05 for each analysis.

Force Data Analysis
-------------------

Force data were analyzed using custom algorithms in LabVIEW. The force time series data were digitally filtered by using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a 20 Hz low-pass cutoff. Six dependent measures were calculated for each force pulse: 1) RT, 2) duration of force, 3) mean force, 4) positive rate of change of force onset, 5) negative rate of change of force offset, and 6) integral of force. Each dependent measure was then averaged within pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral image categories for each subject. The average for each image category was comprised of 30 pulses. All pulses for all subjects were included in the analysis. The effect of image category (pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral) on each dependent measure was analyzed in separate one-way repeated measures ANOVA's (SPSS, v.16). The probability value was set at *P* \< 0.05 for each analysis.

fMRI Data Voxelwise Analysis
----------------------------

All fMRI data processing was done using AFNI (<http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/>). First, whole-brain voxelwise analyses were conducted on the fMRI data. The first 4 volumes in each scan series were discarded to allow for *T*~1~ equilibrium effects. The remaining images were then realigned to compensate for small head movements. Translational movement parameters never exceeded 1 voxel in any direction for any subject or scan. All subjects were included in all analyses. Motion-corrected individual data sets were normalized by dividing the instantaneous signal in each voxel at each point in the time series by the mean signal in that voxel across each scan. Each participant's data were concatenated across runs and then a Gaussian filter was applied to the data sets (full-width half-maximum at 4 mm) to reduce the influence of anatomical variability among the individual maps for group-level analyses. Three separate regressors, depicting each of the 3 trial types (pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral), were created by convolving the train of stimulus events with a simulated hemodynamic response function. Next, the time series data were regressed to the simulated hemodynamic response function for the task sequence. Six additional regressors of no interest were included to account for head motion. The dependent variable at this level of analysis was the estimated ß-coefficient of the regressed time series and its associated *t*-statistic for each image condition versus rest. Before group analyses, each subject's anatomical data set was normalized to the International Consortium for Brain Mapping 152 template (Montreal Neurological Institute \[MNI\]) using the automated function in AFNI. Each subject's individual functional data sets were then transformed to standardized space using the standardized anatomical data set as a template. Activated regions were anatomically labeled using the basal ganglia human area template ([@bib73]), the human motor area template ([@bib57]), the Schmahmann MRI atlas of the human cerebellum ([@bib81]), the human brain anatomy in computerized images ([@bib21]), and recent meta-analyses of emotion-related neuroimaging studies ([@bib49]; [@bib76]).

Separate paired *t*-tests were run to compare whole-brain activation for pleasant versus neutral (PvN) and unpleasant versus neutral (UvN) conditions. Statistical analyses were limited to regions that showed increased activity during emotional as compared with neutral conditions (i.e., P \> N, U \> N). The resulting *t*-maps were corrected for multiple comparisons using a Monte Carlo simulation model (AlphaSim). The data sets were thresholded to remove all voxels with *t* \< 3.32 with an activation cluster minimum of 324 μL (*P* \< 0.05, corrected). The independent variable in each *t*-test was image type. In each analysis, significant clusters of brain activity could potentially reflect 3 processes: 1) the production and maintenance of force, 2) emotional processing, and 3) the production and maintenance of force during emotional processing. Because the characteristics of force production were expected to be similar for pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral images, this analysis approach controlled for activity related to the production of force. To identify brain areas involved in emotional processing and in force production during emotional processing, we next conducted a conjunction analysis. The conjunction analysis was performed by examining the β-values from the PvN *t*-test and the β-values from the UvN *t*-test. The conjunction analysis identified areas of activation that were common to both contrasts (PvN and UvN) and that were significantly activated in each of those contrasts. Brain regions identified by the conjunction analysis were labeled as an area related to emotional processing and/or an area related to force production during emotional processing.

Control Experiment
------------------

To isolate brain areas that are involved in emotional processing from brain areas that are involved in the production of force during emotional processing, we conducted a control experiment. The objective of the control experiment was to identify brain areas related to emotional image processing. The methods largely followed the main experiment but with one critical difference; subjects did not produce force during image presentation. To maintain consistency with the primary experiment, 15 healthy right-handed subjects with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in the control experiment (7 females, 8 males; M = 25.5 years, SD = 6.16 years, range = 21--45 years). Two of the 15 subjects who completed the control experiment were also subjects in the primary experiment. Screening procedures were the same as in the primary experiment. All subjects reported levels of anxiety and depression within the range of responses typically given by healthy normal subjects (STAI-S: M = 27.2, range = 25--43; STAI-T: M = 33.27, range = 20--36; BDI: M = 4.2, range = 0--11). Subjects viewed a total of 60 images taken from the International Affective Picture System (a subset from those viewed in the primary experiment). Subjects completed two 462.5-s scans. Each scan included 10 pleasant, 10 unpleasant, and 10 neutral images. The imaging parameters were identical to those used in the primary experiment. Subjects also completed the SAM rating.

The voxelwise analysis and conjunction analysis outlined above for the primary experiment were also conducted on the control experiment data. This approach allowed us to identify areas of the brain that show increased activity during emotional image processing. We next compared the conjunction analysis from the primary experiment with the conjunction from the control experiment. The primary experiment controlled for activation related to force production and the control experiment controlled for activation related to emotional image viewing. Hence, areas that were identified in the primary conjunction analysis that were not identified in the control conjunction analysis were labeled as areas associated with force production during emotional imaging processing. Seed regions were then placed within these areas for subsequent functional connectivity psycho--physiological interaction (PPI) analyses on the primary data set ([@bib35]; [@bib56]).

PPI Functional Connectivity Analysis
------------------------------------

PPI analyses examine whether the contribution of one area to another changes as a function of changes in the experimental or psychological context ([@bib35]). This analysis allows one to examine context-dependent functional coupling between 2 brain areas. We defined the psychological context as producing force while viewing an emotionally arousing image as compared with producing force while viewing a neutral image. To perform the PPI analysis, we added 3 regressors to the regression model outlined above in the voxelwise analysis, one regressor representing global activity across the concatenated scans, another regressor for the time series activity in the seed region, and a third regressor representing the interaction between the context (force production during emotional or neutral conditions) and the time series from the seed region.

In the PPI analysis, we examined whether the correlation between our seed region and the rest of the brain changed as a function of image content (emotional vs. neutral). To construct our interaction regressor, we isolated a single time series of activity for all events of interest, giving TRs for emotionally arousing images a value of 1 and TRs for the neutral images a value of −1. A sphere with a 5-mm radius was placed in any area that showed increased activity when producing force while viewing an emotionally arousing image as compared with when producing force while viewing a neutral image. This sphere became our seed. Note that seeds were not placed in areas that were common to the conjunction analyses from both the primary experiment and the control experiment. For each subject, the average time series of the BOLD response within this sphere was extracted and then detrended. We then deconvolved the seed time series into its underlying neural function prior to calculating the interaction term. This deconvolution step was used to account for the temporal lag and other aspects of the hemodynamic response. We then created the interaction term by combining the physiological event (deconvolved seed time series) with the file demarcating whether the presented image was emotionally arousing or neutral. The resulting neural interaction term was then convolved with a gamma basis function using AFNI\'s "Waver" program. The regression analysis used in the voxelwise analysis was then rerun with the global regressor, seed regressor, and the interaction regressor added. The correlation coefficients for the interaction term were Fisher's *z* transformed, converted to standardized space, and analyzed at the group level using a *t*-test. The resulting *t*-maps were then thresholded to remove all voxels with *t* \< 3.32 with an activation cluster minimum of 324 μL (*P* \< 0.05, corrected).

Results
=======

Force Production
----------------

[Figure 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows force pulses averaged over all trials (+1 standard error) for all subjects during the presentation of pleasant (blue), unpleasant (red), and neutral (green) images in the primary experiment. The force traces suggest that characteristics of force production were similar between image categories, and this was confirmed by statistical analyses. [Figure 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean RT of force production for each image category. The associated one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a nonsignificant effect of image category (*F*~2,28~ = 1.02, *P* \> 0.05). Nonsignificant effects of image category were also revealed for mean duration of force, ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: *F*~2,28~ = 1.70, *P* \> 0.05), force amplitude ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: *F*~2,28~ = 0.51, *P* \> 0.05), peak rate of change of force onset ([Fig. 2*E*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: *F*~2,28~ = 0.69, *P* \> 0.05), peak rate of change of force offset ([Fig. 2*F*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: *F*~2,28~ = 0.72, *P* \> 0.05), and the integral of force ([Fig. 2*G*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: *F*~2,28~ = 1.02, *P* \> 0.05). Together these findings show that, as intended by the experimental design, force production was similar between image categories.

![Force Data. (*A*) Mean force (+1 standard error) time series for all 15 subjects averaged for all pleasant (blue), unpleasant (red), and neutral (green) image categories. Image onset was at time point 0. Statistical analyses for the characteristics of force production were captured by RT (*B*), duration of force production (*C*), mean force production (*D*), positive rate of change of force (*E*), negative rate of change of force (*F*), and integral of force (*G*). Separate one-way ANOVAs were run for each dependent variable. No significant differences between image categories were revealed (all *P*'s \> 0.05).](cercorbhr141f02_4c){#fig2}

Self-reported Image Ratings
---------------------------

We next determined how subjects perceived each image that was presented during the experimental session. Mean and standard error data for each image category are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Subject ratings were similar to normative ratings for emotional valence. Pleasant images were rated as more pleasant than neutral images and unpleasant images, and neutral images were rated as more pleasant than unpleasant images (*F*~2,28~ = 238.28, *P* \< 0.001). Pleasant and unpleasant images were rated as similarly arousing, and each were rated as more arousing than neutral images (*F*~2,28~ = 57.70, *P* \< 0.001). The pattern of findings in the primary experiment was repeated in the control experiment for emotional valence (*F*~2,28~ = 329.73, *P* \< 0.001: pleasant \> neutral \> unpleasant) and emotional arousal (*F*~2,28~ = 40.94, *P* \< 0.001: pleasant = unpleasant \> neutral) (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The rating data suggest that the images elicited the expected emotional reactivity in the primary experiment and in the control experiment.

###### 

Mean and standard error (SE) values for self-reported ratings of valence and arousal for pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral images used in the primary experiment and in the control experiment

                       Self-report ratings                 
  -------------------- --------------------- ------ ------ ------
  Primary experiment                                       
      Pleasant         7.41                  0.21   6.94   0.23
      Unpleasant       1.68                  0.17   6.27   0.68
      Neutral          5.09                  0.07   1.65   0.25
  Control experiment                                       
      Pleasant         7.18                  0.15   5.86   0.39
      Unpleasant       1.69                  0.17   5.69   0.74
      Neutral          5.20                  0.08   1.56   0.16

Voxelwise Brain Imaging Analysis
--------------------------------

The *t*-test, which contrasted brain activation during force production and the presentation of pleasant as compared with neutral images (PvN), revealed an increase in BOLD signal in brain regions including areas of the extrastriate visual cortex (bilateral middle occipital gyrus \[mOG\], inferior temporal \[IT\] gyrus), bilateral thalamus, dmPFC, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), bilateral PMv, bilateral PMd, superior frontal gyrus (SFG), bilateral amygdala, bilateral IPL, precuneus, caudate, substantia nigra, and cingulate gyrus. Cluster size, Talairach coordinates, MNI coordinates, *t*-values, and *z*-values for all significant brain activity identified in the PvN contrast are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The left column in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows group activation maps from the PvN contrast overlaid on axial slices from one subjects' normalized anatomical scan in Talairach space. The figure identifies clusters of activity in a subset of the regions identified in the PvN contrast including dmPFC, PMv, thalamus, mOG, IT, amygdala, and vermis VIII of the cerebellum.

###### 

Labels, cluster size, Talairach, and MNI coordinates (center of mass), *t*-values and *z*-values for areas identified in the primary experiment which required subjects to produce force while viewing pleasant (P), unpleasant (U), and neutral (N) images

                    Primary experiment (image + force)                                                                                                                                
  ------------- --- ------------------------------------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------
  mOG           R   1633                                 39.3    −65.6   8.5     43.4    −67.2   10.6    11.09   3.91   705   43.7    −65.1   −3.2    48.0    −67.7   −2.5    8.52    3.38
  mOG           L   1283                                 −40.2   −69.1   3.4     −41.6   −71.9   6.2     10.19   3.91   817   −39.9   −69.1   −2.2    −41.3   −72.3   0.0     7.06    3.38
  Thalamus      R   71                                   22      −30     0       24.7    −30.4   −1.8    4.87    3.28   58    21.8    −28.3   −0.5    24.5    −28.7   −2.5    6.8     3.37
  Thalamus      L   109                                  −24     −30     0       −24.4   −30.7   −1.2    4.88    3.27   118   −15.4   −30.7   −0.8    −15.3   −31.5   −2.1    6.66    3.35
  dmPFC         M   290                                  −3.4    55.4    20.4    −2.6    61.5    13.6    8.60    3.90   113   −2.4    49.9    33.8    −1.4    56.8    28.9    5.81    3.29
  PMv           R   149                                  43.7    9.8     27.5    48.0    14.2    24.9    5.72    3.47   24    44.3    12.8    25.3    48.6    17.2    22.2    3.94    2.98
  PMv           L   97                                   −40.7   6.6     30      −42.2   10.5    29.0    5.93    3.51   44    −43.7   7.2     32.3    −45.4   11.3    31.5    4.98    3.19
  PMd           R   23                                   40.3    −7.8    49.4    44.6    −2.6    50.7    4.29    3.12                                                                 
  PMd           L   34                                   −43.9   −3.1    52.6    −45.4   2.1     54.9    5.23    3.37                                                                 
  IFG           L   70                                   −50.1   22.9    14.4    −52.4   26.3    10.4    7.04    3.73   22    −47.4   25.1    11.1    −49.6   28.4    6.5     3.88    2.97
  IFG           L   128                                  −35.8   24.1    −6      −37.3   25.9    −12.5   6.52    3.63                                                                 
  IFG           R   31                                   29.8    22.4    −8.9    32.8    24.3    −16.4   4.77    3.25   17    52.1    26.9    8.4     56.7    30.7    2.1     5.84    3.3
  SFG           R   24                                   16.4    31.1    54.6    18.9    38.8    53.3    5.65    3.46                                                                 
  Pre-SMA       L   106                                  −11.4   24.8    55.3    −10.7   32.1    55.0    7.30    3.77   25    −9.6    17.9    57.4    −8.8    25.0    58.0    4.36    3.08
  STG           R   18                                   66.3    −35.9   20.2    72.2    −34.6   20.5    5.75    3.48                                                                 
  V1/V2         M   96                                   −2.3    −75.6   −3.5    −1.1    −79.1   −1.3    5.27    3.37   426   3.3     −88.8   1.1     5.0     −92.6   4.9     11.03   3.51
  Amygdala      R   74                                   20.8    −6.5    −7.8    23.3    −6.2    −12.5   8.57    3.90   13    20.9    −6.4    −9.8    23.4    −6.3    −14.7   4.63    3.13
  Amygdala      L   28                                   −15.6   −4.6    −8.1    −15.6   −4.5    −12.5   6.14    3.56   12    −19.6   −5.8    −9.9    −19.9   −5.9    −14.4   4.57    3.12
  IPL           L   24                                   −31.3   −57.5   42.6    −31.8   −56.2   48.5    5.12    3.34                                                                 
  Precuneus     M   41                                   0.7     −53.3   45.4    2.4     −51.3   50.8    5.55    3.44                                                                 
  Caudate       L   28                                   −33.6   −13.2   −5.8    −34.8   −13.5   −9.0    3.80    2.97                                                                 
  ACC           M   16                                   0.1     −1.3    31.8    1.5     2.5     31.2    4.63    3.22                                                                 
  SN            R   13                                   10.5    −21     −7.1    12.3    −21.6   −10.3   5.94    3.52   13    8.5     −23     −9.1    10.2    −23.9   −12.3   3.52    2.94
  SN            L   12                                   −10     −19     −6.5    −9.6    −19.5   −9.6    4.22    3.10                                                                 
  Vermis VIII   M   68                                   −2      −64.8   −30.4   −1.1    −70.0   −32.1   7.22    3.76   43    −4.4    −64.4   −32.5   −3.6    −69.7   −34.4   5.28    3.23
  Lob VIIIA     L   14                                   −14.4   −60.5   −45.1   −14.4   −66.8   −48.6   7.44    3.79                                                                 

Note: Data are reported from contrasts that identified regions where brain activity was greater when force was produced while subjects viewed pleasant as compared with neutral images (P \> N) and unpleasant as compared with neutral images (U \> N).

![Brain activity during the primary experimental scans in prefrontal cortex, thalamus, amygdala, visual cortex, and cerebellum. Axial slices showing mean BOLD activation detected by voxelwise analyses for the pleasant versus neutral contrast (PvN) and the unpleasant versus neutral contrast (UvN), and the corresponding conjunction analysis overlaid on a single subjects transformed brain in Talairach space. The color bar ranges from *t* = −13 to *t* = +13 with a group activation threshold of *P* \< 0.05, corrected. The corrected *t*-statistics associated with each voxel are displayed. The PvN and UvN activation maps show that force production, when paired with emotional as compared with neutral images, corresponds with increased activity in dmPFC, PMv, thalamus, mOG, amygdala, IT, and vermis VIII of the cerebellum. Increased BOLD signal in these common areas, which are shown in the yellow boxes, was confirmed in the conjunction analysis.](cercorbhr141f03_4c){#fig3}

The *t*-test which contrasted brain activation during force production and the presentation of unpleasant as compared with neutral images (UvN) revealed an increase in BOLD signal bilaterally in brain regions which included mOG, ITG, thalamus, dmPFC, IFG, PMv, PMd, SFG, amygdala, and IPL. Cluster size, Talairach coordinates, MNI coordinates, *t*-values, and *z*-values for all significant brain activity identified in the UvN contrast are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The middle column in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows group activation maps from the UvN contrast and identifies distinct clusters of activity in dmPFC, PMv, thalamus, mOG, IT, amygdala, and vermis VIII of the cerebellum.

The third column in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows areas that were identified in the conjunction analysis. The conjunction analysis identified common brain areas that showed increased activity when force production was paired with emotionally arousing pleasant and unpleasant images as compared with when force production was paired with neutral images. Areas found in the conjunction analysis are shown surrounded by yellow boxes and include dmPFC (0, 47, 34), left PMv (−43, 6, 31), bilateral thalamus (left: −11, −31, −1; right: 22, −28, −1), bilateral mOG (left: −36, −68, −8; right: 44, −70, −6) which extended to IT gyrus, bilateral amygdala (left: −19, −5, −9; right: 22, −8, −8), and vermis VIII in the cerebellum (−3, −62, −33). Other areas identified by the conjunction analysis were right PMv, left IFG, right SN, and left pre-SMA. Cluster size, Talairach coordinates, and MNI coordinates for all areas identified in the conjunction analysis are shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. All characteristics of force production were similar between image conditions, suggesting that differences in force production could not account for the activation differences in regions identified in the conjunction analysis. Accordingly, activation within these regions corresponded with processes related to emotional processing and to processes related to the production and maintenance of force while viewing emotional images.

To delineate these 2 processes, we analyzed the data of the control experiment. In the control experiment, subjects completed a passive viewing paradigm that replicated the main experiment, but subjects did not produce force. Cluster size, Talairach coordinates, MNI coordinates, *t*-values, and *z*-values for all significant brain activity identified in the PvN and the UvN t-tests are shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. Brain areas identified in the subsequent conjunction analysis are shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. The conjunction analysis used in the primary experiment was replicated for the control experiment and demonstrates that the passive viewing of emotional images is associated with activity in bilateral mOG, bilateral amygdala, bilateral thalamus, bilateral IFG, and right SN. A comparison of the conjunction analyses from the primary experiment and the control experiment revealed 4 brain regions that only showed increased activity when force production was paired with the presentation of emotionally arousing as compared with neutral images. As shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, these areas were dmPFC, left PMv, left pre-SMA, and vermis VIII in the cerebellum. To further ensure that activity in these areas was not related to motor memory, we conducted an additional experiment in which 15 right-handed healthy adults produced force to 15% of their MVC without visual feedback while functional brain activity was recorded. We contrasted force production with rest. Consistent with previous findings ([@bib87]), no activity was identified in dmPFC, left PMv, left pre-SMA, or vermis VIII. This additional control experiment confirmed that activity within these regions in the primary experiment corresponded with force production in emotional contexts rather than force production alone. These 4 areas were used as seed regions in functional connectivity PPI analyses.

###### 

Labels, cluster size, Talairach and MNI coordinates (center of mass), *t*-values and *z*-values for areas identified in the control experiment which required subjects to view pleasant (P), unpleasant (U), and neutral (N) images

                        Control experiment (image only)                                                                                                                               
  ----------------- --- --------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ----- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------
  mOG               R   978                               41.7    −67.7   4.5     45.9    −69.8   6.3     14.92   4.06   349   46      −64.3   −4.8    50.4    −66.9   −4.4    6.83   3.04
  mOG               L   811                               −45.1   −67.7   2.5     −46.8   −70.5   5.2     8.55    3.61   269   −43     −68.3   −2.3    −44.6   −71.5   −0.1    6.28   3.05
  Thalamus          R   97                                22.5    −34.6   3.1     25.3    −35.0   2.0     7.31    3.57   64    20.3    −34     4.3     22.9    −34.3   3.3     4.73   2.99
  Thalamus          L   156                               −24.6   −30.2   2       −25.1   −30.8   1.0     6.01    3.43   45    −20.8   −28.1   −2.6    −21.1   −28.9   −4.3    4.44   2.95
  IFG (PMv)         R   119                               40.5    9.5     27.6    44.5    13.8    25.0    5.58    3.36   64    44.1    22.6    19.1    48.3    27.0    14.4    4.73   2.98
  PMd               R   119                               32.9    5.8     50.1    36.6    11.8    50.4    6.11    3.45                                                                
  PMd               L   108                               −26.5   6.7     50.8    −26.8   12.4    51.9    5.88    3.41                                                                
  IFG               L   22                                −33.4   24.2    8.9     −34.6   27.3    4.0     4.13    3.03   30    −37     25      11.9    −38.5   28.4    7.3     7.41   3.05
  IFG               R   38                                29.1    19.5    −15     32.0    20.7    −22.9   6.20    3.46                                                                
  SFG               L   21                                −11.6   61.7    −0.1    −11.6   66.3    −9.6    5.48    3.34                                                                
  Amygdala          R   38                                20.6    −1.3    −14.7   23.0    −1.3    −20.6   5.57    3.35   13    24.9    4.2     −12     27.6    4.7     −18.2   4.83   2.99
  Amygdala          L   12                                −28.9   −8.5    −12.6   −29.9   −9.1    −17.0   4.61    3.15   12    −26.5   −6.5    −15     −27.3   −7.2    −19.9   4.09   2.9
  IPL               R   55                                31      −50.1   42.1    34.8    −48.0   46.5    5.70    3.38                                                                
  IPL               L   159                               −60.8   −25.3   30      −63.5   −23.4   32.1    6.93    3.54                                                                
  Precuneus         L   402                               −3.8    −56.7   51.7    −2.3    −54.4   58.2    6.15    3.45                                                                
  Caudate           L   78                                −32.8   −27.5   −4.3    −33.9   −28.5   −6.1    5.94    3.42                                                                
  SN                R   12                                10.5    −15.7   −8.1    12.3    −16.1   −11.9   4.43    3.10   14    11.5    −15.3   −11.7   13.3    −15.9   −15.9   4.24   2.92
  ACC               M   47                                0.5     1.3     −5      1.6     2.1     −9.8    7.65    3.59   14    5.5     −20.9   26.6    7.3     −18.6   27.1    5.21   3.03
  SI                R   19                                51      −24.9   36.7    56.0    −21.7   38.0    5.59    3.36                                                                
  Lob VIII          L   23                                −16.5   −60.8   −44.7   −16.7   −67.1   −48.1   4.93    3.22                                                                
  Lob VIII          R   25                                14.8    −60.4   −46.1   16.8    −66.6   −50.1   5.12    3.26                                                                
  Insula            L   16                                −36.4   7.6     −4.5    −37.9   8.6     −9.4    4.92    3.21                                                                
  Cingulate gyrus   L                                                                                                    17    −8.6    −25.6   24.2    −7.8    −23.9   25.0    8.38   3.04
  STN               R                                                                                                    17    6.6     −11.8   −5      8.1     −11.7   −8.8    4.52   2.96
  Red nucleus       L                                                                                                    15    −3.6    −24.3   −2.1    −2.7    −24.7   −4.3    5.06   3.01

Note: Data are reported from contrasts that identified regions where brain activity was greater while subjects viewed pleasant as compared with neutral images (P \> N) and unpleasant as compared with neutral images (U \> N).

###### 

Labels, cluster size, and Talairach, and MNI coordinates for areas identified by the conjunction analysis for the primary and control experiment

                    Conjunction---primary experiment   Conjunction---control experiment                                                                                       
  ------------- --- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- -------
  mOG           R   713                                44.3                               −70.1   −6.3   48.6    −73.2   −5.5    175   46      −62.4   −5.2   50.4    −65.0   −5.0
  mOG           L   672                                −38.6                              −68     −8.1   −40.0   −71.7   −6.6    215   −44.7   −67.4   −1.3   −46.4   −70.5   0.9
  Thalamus      R   31                                 22.5                               −28.2   −1.3   25.2    −28.6   −3.4    11    19.3    −33.1   2.9    21.9    −33.5   1.7
  Thalamus      L   82                                 −11.8                              −31.3   −1.8   −11.4   −32.2   −3.2    5     −21.6   −29.6   −0.9   −21.9   −30.3   −2.3
  PMv           R   21                                 43.9                               12.6    25     48.1    16.9    21.8    21    38.9    16.6    27.7   42.8    21.3    24.5
  IFG           L   15                                 −48.5                              23.3    13.1   −50.7   26.6    8.9     6     −36.2   24.6    8.4    −37.6   27.7    3.4
  Amygdala      R   12                                 22.7                               −8.3    −8.9   25.3    −8.2    −13.6   4     23.9    −4.8    −9.2   26.6    −4.5    −14.3
  Amygdala      L   9                                  −19.3                              −5      −9     −19.6   −5.0    −13.5   3     −22     −10     −8     −22.5   −10.2   −11.9
  SN            R   5                                  10.1                               −22.3   6.5    12.0    −21.8   4.9     8     9.6     −15.1   −8.4   11.3    −15.5   −12.3
  dmPFC         M   66                                 0                                  47      34.1   1.2     53.8    29.4                                                 
  PMv           L   37                                 −43.4                              6.7     31.6   −45.1   10.7    30.8                                                 
  Pre-SMA       L   14                                 −9.2                               17.4    58.5   −8.3    24.5    59.2                                                 
  Vermis VIII   M   23                                 −3.3                               −62.6   −33    −2.5    −67.9   −35.1                                                

Note: For each experiment, the conjunction analysis identified areas of activation that were common to both contrasts (PvN and UvN) and that were significantly activated in each of those contrasts.

Functional Connectivity PPI Analysis
------------------------------------

The PPI analysis was conducted to examine context-dependent changes in the functional coupling of activity in a seed region and a target region. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows Talairach coordinates, volume size, and peak *t*-values for each seed region and its associated target regions. A positive *t*-value represents an increase in context-dependent functional coupling between the seed and target region, and a negative *t*-value represents a decrease in context-dependent functional coupling between the seed and target region. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows data from the PPI analysis that used a sphere in dmPFC as the seed region. The location of the dmPFC seed region is shown overlaid in red on axial and sagittal brain slices. When force production was paired with emotional as compared with neutral images an increase in functional coupling was evidenced between dmPFC and left PMv and 2 regions in left PMd (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, a decrease in functional coupling was evidenced between dmPFC and cingulate gyrus and dmPFC and SFG (see negative *t*-value in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Talairach and MNI coordinates of seed and corresponding target regions identified in the primary experiment using task-dependent functional connectivity analyses

                                      Talairach coordinates   MNI coordinates   Voxels   Peak *t*-value                        
  ------------- ----------------- --- ----------------------- ----------------- -------- ---------------- ------- ------- ---- -------
  dmPFC                           M   0.0                     47.0              34.1     1.2              53.8    29.4         
                PMv               L   −47.2                   7.9               18.2     −49.2            10.8    15.9    50   5.37
                PMd               L   −55.0                   −2.9              43.0     −57.3            1.4     44.4    16   3.51
                PMd               L   −27.2                   −4.2              61.6     −27.5            1.8     64.8    16   5.21
                Cingulate gyrus   R   1.8                     8.3               28.2     3.2              12.4    26.3    13   −4.9
                SFG               R   6.9                     31.5              49.2     8.7              38.7    47.5    13   −3.52
  PMv                             L   −43.4                   6.7               31.6     −45.1            10.7    30.8         
                Frontal gyrus     M   −3.0                    52.0              3.0      −2.3             56.4    −5.4    55   3.82
                Lobule VI         L   −39.4                   −59.2             −20.1    −41.0            −63.4   −20.7   13   −4
                Middle FG         L   −24.9                   22.2              47.9     −25.2            28.6    47.2    13   5.77
  Pre-SMA                         L   −9.2                    17.4              58.5     −8.3             24.5    59.2         
                Caudate tail      L   −23.7                   −35.2             22.1     −23.9            −34.3   23.7    22   −5.21
                PMv               R   53.2                    −5.0              14.9     58.1             −2.5    12.1    12   4.66
  Vermis VIII                     M   −2.5                    −67.9             −35.1    −1.6             −73.7   −37.0        
                M1/S1             R   42.6                    −22.3             49.2     47.1             −17.9   51.8    31   5.65
                M1                R   54.4                    −5.7              31.5     59.5             −1.8    30.5    25   3.81
                Middle FG         L   −25.6                   24.4              47.6     −26.0            30.9    46.7    17   4.61
                Insula            R   40.3                    11.4              5.3      44.1             13.9    0.2     16   −4.06

Note: Cluster size and peak *t*-values are shown for each target region.

![Brain activity during the experimental task as revealed by the PPI functional connectivity analysis with the seed region placed in dmPFC. The location of the dmPFC seed is shown as a red sphere (not to scale) overlaid on an axial and sagittal slice of a single subjects transformed brain in Talairach space. The color bar ranges from *t* = −6 to *t* = +6 with a group activation threshold of *P* \< 0.05, corrected. The corrected *t*-statistics associated with each voxel are displayed. PPI analysis revealed a task-dependent increase in functional coupling between activity in dmPFC and left PMv and dmPFC and left PMd. In each target region, activity is shown in a series of axial slices that are separated by 3 mm in the inferior to superior direction. When force production was paired with emotional as compared with neutral images, the BOLD signal increased in dmPFC and this increase was significantly coupled with increased activity in PMv and PMd. The findings suggest that a cortico-cortical network between motor and prefrontal regions regulates force control in emotional contexts.](cercorbhr141f04_4c){#fig4}

When placing a seed region in left PMv (−43.4, 6.7, 31.6), [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows that the PPI analysis identified target regions in medial frontal gyrus and left middle frontal gyrus, and the positive *t*-values for clusters of voxels within each of these regions indicated a context-dependent increase in functional coupling between the seed and target. In contrast, a context-dependent decrease in the functional coupling was evidenced between left PMv and lobule VI of the cerebellum. Placing a seed in left pre-SMA (−9.2, 17.4, 58.5) revealed a significant context-dependent increase in functional coupling with right PMv, whereas a decrease in functional coupling was found between left pre-SMA and left caudate. The analysis that used a seed region in vermis VIII in the cerebellum (−2.5, −67.9, −35.1) revealed increased functional coupling with regions in the right M1/S1 and left middle frontal gyrus. In contrast, a significant context-dependent decrease in functional coupling was found between activity in vermis VIII of the cerebellum and right insula.

Discussion
==========

The central finding of this study is that despite similar force performance across emotional contexts, increased brain activity was evidenced in dmPFC, left PMv, left pre-SMA, and vermis VIII of the cerebellum when force was produced during emotional as compared with neutral conditions. Connectivity analyses extended our findings by demonstrating a task-dependent functional circuit between 1) dmPFC and left PMv, 2) left pre-SMA and right PMv, and 3) between vermis VIII in the cerebellum and right M1. Our findings confirm that when the same amount of force has to be produced despite changes in emotional context, a functional circuit between dmPFC and premotor cortex is engaged. Identification of this functional circuit translates experimental work on the rodent PFC to the human brain.

PFC Activity during Force Production in Emotional Contexts
----------------------------------------------------------

Ventrolateral rather than dorsomedial areas of PFC have previously been shown to influence force production in emotional contexts. [@bib82] demonstrated that priming individuals with emotional as compared with neutral images led to an increase in maximal grip force production, and this increase in force production coincided with increased activity in vlPFC and M1. The authors suggested that vlPFC, by driving the motor cortex, constitutes a brain pathway that allows emotional arousal to facilitate physical effort. This interpretation is in accord with the suggestion that lateral prefrontal regions are involved in selecting and maintaining action selection rules according to the immediate context and/or the ongoing temporal episode in which the person is acting ([@bib51]; [@bib50]). In contrast to allowing the magnitude of force production to vary, as was the case in the [@bib82] study, the present study required subjects to produce the same level of force despite the presentation of emotional images. Our findings demonstrate that dmPFC, and not vlPFC, had increased activity when force was produced to the same level during emotional as compared with neutral conditions.

Our findings are consistent with the idea that controlling behaviors that are shaped by internal states relies on regions in the prefrontal cortex ([@bib27]; [@bib59]; [@bib62]). Functional brain imaging studies have consistently associated the regulation of behavior with activity in dmPFC. Activity in this region corresponds with the generation and regulation of emotional processes ([@bib48]; [@bib64]), and the making of mental state attributions such as when monitoring one's own moment-to-moment feelings ([@bib28]). [@bib28] presented participants with emotional images but instructed them to experience any feelings or thoughts the pictures might elicit and to then rate each picture. The authors reported increased dmPFC activity during the presentation of pleasant and unpleasant images as compared with neutral images. Importantly, however, in the present study, subjects were not explicitly instructed to generate, regulate, or evaluate their emotions ([@bib68]). They were instructed simply to produce force output to a submaximal target level to the onset and offset of images. Moreover, because the control study also required subjects to passively view emotional and neutral images, our brain activity data cannot be attributed to unconscious image evaluation processes. As such, the current findings show for the first time that dmPFC is not only important in emotion regulation and nonmotor cognitive tasks but also plays a significant role in the control of motor function in emotional contexts.

Brain Activity in Emotion and Motor Circuits
--------------------------------------------

A large meta-analysis of emotion-related neuroimaging studies associated activity in dmPFC, pre-SMA, and bilateral IFG with emotional processing, but the authors noted that activation within these regions was most likely not specific to emotion ([@bib49]). Instead, the authors suggested that activation in these regions may correspond with a general motivational state which influences attention and the selection of intentional action. Our findings, which identify functional links between dmPFC and motor control brain areas, are consistent with this suggestion. Our findings also show that increased activity in dmPFC, left pre-SMA, left PMv, and vermis VIII of the cerebellum could not be accounted for by differences in the perceptual processes that underlie the passive viewing of emotional as compared with neutral images, the production of force while viewing images (neutral condition in the primary experiment) or force production alone without visual feedback (force only-control experiment). It is important to note, however, that brain activity related to emotional processing in the primary and control experiments was consistent with previous studies that have assessed emotional processing in general ([@bib71]; [@bib49]) and, specifically, during picture-viewing paradigms ([@bib75], [@bib77]; [@bib64]). The expected perceptions of emotion stimuli were also confirmed via self-report data.

Functional Connectivity between Cortical Regions
------------------------------------------------

PFC activity may have reflected the regulation of emotional processing in order to limit the prepotent effect of emotion on the production of force. The functional connectivity analyses addressed this issue. If dmPFC activity identified in the current study was reflective of emotion regulation, we would have expected the connectivity analysis to link increased dmPFC activity with decreased amygdala activity, as has been shown previously in the down-regulation of positive and negative affect ([@bib47]) and fear extinction ([@bib25]). This was not the case. Hence, an alternative interpretation is that force production rather than emotional reactivity was regulated so that the force output was held constant. This interpretation is supported by the connectivity analysis that revealed increased functional coupling between dmPFC and left premotor regions. This increased coupling suggests a functional cortico-cortical circuit that allows force output to remain constant in emotional contexts. This suggestion is consistent with a recent model of PFC function ([@bib64]), which predicts that controlling motor actions in emotional contexts should be associated with activity in the medial--dorsal--caudal region of PFC. This functional circuit may be distinct from the circuit that regulates emotion during tasks that do not involve the control of movement. Indeed, in both rats and humans, in addition to dmPFC, vmPFC has also been associated with emotional control ([@bib58]; [@bib70]).

Our findings also demonstrate increased BOLD signal in left pre-SMA and contralateral PMv during force production in emotional contexts. Single neuron recordings in monkeys during gripping and reaching tasks have demonstrated the role that PMv plays in preparing and executing movements ([@bib43], [@bib44]), and this has been corroborated in humans using single neuron recordings ([@bib66]), TMS ([@bib22]), and functional brain imaging ([@bib15]). The connectivity analysis revealed that increased activity in left PMv was functionally coupled with increased activity in medial frontal gyrus, left middle frontal gyrus, and a decrease in activity in lobule VI of the cerebellum. In addition to PMv being used as a seed region, it is also noteworthy that the connectivity analysis that used dmPFC and left pre-SMA as seeds identified target regions in the premotor cortex. These findings further support the idea that premotor cortex, which has previously been associated with the preparation and execution of movements, is also involved in the production of force output in emotional contexts.

Seminal retrograde tracing studies in animals identified pre-SMA and SMA as components of distinct cortico-subcortico neural circuits ([@bib55]; [@bib1]; for a review, see [@bib72]), and these findings have been corroborated by a detailed meta-analysis of brain imaging studies in humans ([@bib57]). Activation in pre-SMA has been associated more strongly with nonmotor cognitive tasks which require attention to time ([@bib19]), attention to changing visual stimuli ([@bib42]), and "attention to intention" rather than "attention to movement" ([@bib53]). Thus, pre-SMA activity increases during cognitively demanding tasks that require increased attentional processes. This fits in well with the current finding in pre-SMA because producing force in emotional as compared with neutral contexts may be a more demanding task that requires increased attention.

The potential increase in task demands when force was produced in emotional contexts may reflect inhibitory processes. Given previous evidence which shows a facilitation of motor system activity in emotional contexts ([@bib31]; [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]; [@bib33]; [@bib36]; [@bib82]; [@bib88]), the brain activity noted in the current study may reflect the inhibition of this facilitation. This interpretation is consistent with evidence, which identifies pre-SMA, along with inferior frontal cortex, and subthalamic nucleus as components of a cortico-subcortical network that inhibits action ([@bib3]). The association between pre-SMA activity and the regulation (or potential inhibition) of force production in emotional contexts identified in the current study is noteworthy because increased pre-SMA activity has been associated with stopping an ongoing response followed by a switch in direction of one hand during bimanual circular drawing ([@bib20]). Furthermore, using the stop-signal paradigm, increased pre-SMA activity has been associated with the successful inhibition of motor responses in humans ([@bib3]), with error and posterror processing related to cognitive control in humans ([@bib40]), and with the proactive control of motor readiness and the reactive inhibition of unwanted movements in monkeys ([@bib11]). Identifying the brain circuits which underlie the inhibition of motor responses in emotional contexts may be important to our understanding of impulse control disorders which have been associated with treatment in Parkinsons Disease ([@bib10]). We raise the idea of inhibition and its clinical implications with caution, however, because the cognitive control of action that may have emerged in the current study was not explicitly manipulated and as a result was much more subtle that the typical motor inhibition and response switching paradigms. Given that the emotional and neutral images were not balanced in terms of social content, an additional explanation for our findings, especially in PMv, is that emotional images that depicted human activity may have activated the mirror mechanism ([@bib26]). However, this explanation is unlikely because the emotion only-control experiment used the same images as the primary experiment, and therefore, any activation related to the mirror mechanism should have been present in both experiments and therefore controlled for.

Functional Connectivity between Cortical and Cerebellar Regions
---------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to regions in prefrontal and premotor cortex, vermis VIII in the cerebellum also showed increased activity when force production was paired with emotional as compared with neutral images. Connectivity analyses further qualified the role of this cerebellar region by associating its activity with activation of right M1/S1, left middle frontal gyrus, and right insula. Activity in vermis VIII, which is considered part of the posterior vermis ([@bib85]), has previously been associated with emotional processing ([@bib38]; [@bib79], [@bib80]). For instance, stimulating the cerebellar vermis modulates firing patterns in the amygdala and septum ([@bib90]; [@bib6]; [@bib7]) and has been shown to attenuate aggression in patients ([@bib39]). The link between emotional processing and cerebellar activity is further supported by evidence which has documented pathological laughing and crying in patients with cerebellar pathology from stroke ([@bib67]) and by evidence which shows increased posterior vermis activation in substance abusers during reward-related tasks ([@bib2]). Additional support comes from studies which show that vermis damage following cerebellar tumor removal in children is associated with abnormal affective symptoms and personality change ([@bib54]) and with behavioral disturbances ranging from irritability to behaviors which are suggestive of autism ([@bib74]).

The current findings corroborate this previous work by showing that the posterior vermis is indeed related to aspects of emotional processing. We also extend the findings by showing that emotional processing alone is not enough to activate this region (as shown in the control study). Rather, our findings suggest that activity in this area may be related to the integration of emotion and motor responses. Given the functional connectivity analysis which revealed coupling between vermis VIII of the cerebellum and right M1/S1, our findings provide empirical support for the proposal that the cerebellum plays a role in translating emotional states into autonomic and motor responses ([@bib78]). Moreover, the suggestion that this region may be involved in regulating motor responses is supported by evidence which links the posterior vermis (vermis IX: 0, −56, −40) with button press movements during a stop-signal task in humans ([@bib45]), and their coordinate is positioned anterior and inferior to the coordinate for the posterior vermis region found in the current study (vermis VIII: −2.5, −67.9, −35).

Conclusions
===========

An emotion-driven increase in force production has been associated with increased human brain activity in vlPFC and M1. In many instances, however, force production must be held constant despite changes in emotional context. Work in rats suggests that controlling motor output in emotional contexts engages dmPFC and motor cortex. Here, we translate these findings to humans by demonstrating that when force is precisely controlled at the same level despite altered emotional contexts, increased brain activity occurs in dmPFC and PMv and not vlPFC or M1. Connectivity analyses extended these findings by revealing a task-dependent functional circuit between dmPFC and ventral and dorsal portions of premotor cortex.
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